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Loupes Specialist 101

- Welcome and congratulations on starting your loupes specialist training. 

In this presentation, we are going to cover the common Standard operating procedures that our 

loupes specialists must follow. 

- If you have additional questions on diagnosing loupes issues, please refer to the previous 

presentation on Loupes diagnosis or speak with your manager. 

- It is recommended that you have different loupes with you so that you can experience each 

issue/symptom for yourself.  



Loupes Specialist: EP Magnification

- Customers may report that their ErgoPrism loupes do not have as much magnification as their 

traditional loupes. 

- Since you are physically further away from your patient with ErgoPrism loupes (8-16 inches), the 

perception of magnification will be less. 

Thusly, we recommend customers go with higher magnification when transitioning to EP loupes. 

2.5x traditional = 3.3x EP    -     3.0x traditional  = 4.3x EP     -     4.0x+ traditional  = 5.0x or 6.0x EP



Loupes Specialist: Loupes phone calls

- When a customer calls in with a loupes issues and does not have an open ticket, you will follow the 

step by step SOP in LumaBase to assist the customer.  

- For EP Loose ocular, create a ticket via the EP Field Diagnosis Form

- For New EP loupes configuration issue, use the Cx EP Diagnosis Form 

- For Galilean Issues, create a ticket using the Galilean Field Diagnosis Form

- Refer to LumaBase 101 training for information on the above forms



Loupes Specialist: Diagnosing Issue
Loupes configuration issues are anything other than a loose ocular or damage to the frame

- Double Circles:

- Double Circles can be described in many different ways:

“I am seeing a mastercard logo”   “I see like olympic circles”  “ My vision is blurry”

- Customers may even explicitly states their “IPD is off” because they are experiencing double circles. 

It is your responsibility to properly diagnose the issue before submitting the ticket. 



Loupes Specialist: Diagnosing Issue
- Double Vision:

- Double Vision can be described in many different ways:

“Everything looks fuzzy”   “I feel nauseous when using the loupes”  “I am seeing two of the same thing”

- Customers may state that the loupes are not pointed at the same target or they have to lift one side up to 
see properly. 

It is your responsibility to properly diagnose the issue before submitting the ticket. 



Loupes Specialist: Diagnosing Issue
- EP Angle:

- EP Angle issues can be described in many different ways:

“I have to tilt my head back”   “I have to lift my chin up to see my patient”  “I have bad neck pain when using EP”

- Remember that the loupes angle can be drastically changed by bending the temple arms  . 

It is your responsibility to properly diagnose the issue before submitting the ticket. 



Loupes Specialist: Diagnosing Issue
- Everytime you diagnose a customers EP issue, use the flow on the Cx EP Diagnosis form. 

1. Is the ocular placement good? (IPD)

2. Is the customer seeing clearly at their Working Distance? (Convergence)

3. Are the customers hands a good distance from their body? (EP Angle)

After the following above is answered, you can make your diagnosis on what is causing the symptom. 



Loupes Specialist: Understanding Rx

Sphere correction 
helps people see 
things that are far 
away

Cylinder 
correction helps 
with 
astigmatism

Axis
correction helps 
with 
astigmatism

Add 
correction 
helps people 
see things that 
are up close



Loupes Specialist: Understanding Rx (cont)

- Single Vision is described as when the Rx DOES NOT HAVE Sphere 
AND Add. The Rx will only have one or the other, not both. 

- Single vision can include astigmatism correction. 



Loupes Specialist: Understanding Rx (cont)

- Bi-focal:

- Multi focal is described as when the Rx HAS BOTH Sphere AND Add. 

- Multi Focal can be made in two different ways 

- Progressive:



Loupes Specialist: Understanding Rx (cont)

- Bi-focal Rx is Distance correction around the lens and then the 
reading/near prescription will be at the bottom 
(usually in a crescent shape) 

- There is a distinct line that separates the two lenses. 



Loupes Specialist: Understanding Rx (cont)
- Progressive Rx is Distance correction at the top of the lens, 

intermediate distance in the middle and then the reading/near 
prescription will be at the bottom 

- There are no lines separating the different prescription strengths

- There is peripheral distortion on the left and right side of the lens that 
makes it difficult to impossible to use peripheral vision. 



Loupes Specialist: Galilean buttons

- LumaDent has ocular buttons on Galilean loupes.

- Buttons can be replaced with corrective buttons to change the 
customers working distance. 

- The equation is:

 - What buttons does the customer have?
 -  Where does the customer see clearly?
 -  Where does the customer want to see clearly?

Take the difference of where the customer see’s clearly and 
where they would like to see clearly and then count down 
from the button they currently have. 



Loupes Specialist: Galilean buttons (cont)

In example

- Customer has blank buttons
- They see at 19 inches
- They want to see at 22 inches. 

The difference of 19 and 22 is 3.
Since Cx has blank buttons now, we will count 
3 up from blank on the chart. 

- Using the chart, we would send out -F buttons 



Loupes Specialist: Galilean buttons (cont)

In example

- Customer has -F buttons
- They see at 20 inches
- They want to see at 18 inches. 

Using the chart, we would count down 2 from -F

- We would send out -B buttons 



Loupes Specialist: Galilean buttons (cont)

Try one for yourself!

- Customer has -H buttons
- They see at 23 inches
- They want to see at 20 inches. 

Using the chart, what buttons will we send the
customer?



Loupes Specialist: Galilean buttons (cont)

Answer -B



Loupes Specialist: Galilean buttons (cont)

One more :)

- Customer has blank buttons
- They see at 22 inches
- They want to see at 18 inches. 

Using the chart, what buttons will we send the
customer?



Loupes Specialist: Galilean buttons (cont)

Answer: +F

Difference of 22 and 18 is 4
Count down 4 from blank



Loupes Specialist: Critical Thinking

Customers will describe their issues in many different ways, it is your responsibility 
to determine which of the symptoms they are actually referring to. 

Cx Describes: “ I see shading, I know the IPD is off…” 

- In this scenario, we will need to confirm what cx is experiencing that makes them think that the IPD 

is off - “What are you seeing when you look through the loupes?”

Cx Describes: “Well, I see two Olympic circles when I look through the loupes.  The IPD is too wide” 

- Now we can be confident that this customer is experiencing double circles. 



Loupes Specialist: Critical Thinking (Cont) 

Cx Describes: “These loupes are converged wrong and the working distance is off” 

- Again, In this scenario we will need to confirm what cx is experiencing that makes them think that 

the Convergence/WD is off - “What are you seeing when you look through the loupes?”

Cx Describes: “In order to see my patient, I have to tilt my chin up and it hurts my neck” 

- Now we can be confident that this customer is experiencing an EP angle issue. 



Loupes Specialist: Critical Thinking (Cont) 
- Sometimes the customer will provide A TON of information. 

Review this customers response and try to determine what information is helpful



Loupes Specialist: Critical Thinking (Cont) 

- In the response on the previous slide, the customer provides an incredible amount of information 

but determining what her issue is becomes difficult. 

- It is difficult to determine if this is a WD/FD issue or EP Angle issue. 

- At this time, we would schedule a video call with the customer to ensure that we are properly 

identifying the issue and providing a correct solution. 



Loupes Specialist 101
Congratulations!

You are ready to take the Loupes specialist certification quiz!

This quiz can only be taken on a manager approval basis and if you fail, retrying may not be permitted 
until a future date. 

Take you time and go over the material in these slides/E-learning lessons (3, 5 and 7)  to ensure you fully 
understand the material. 

Before taking the quiz, speak with your manager and clarify any material or answer any questions that 
you may have. 


